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Abstract: The online restaurant management website that helps manager to manage the restaurant 

more effectively and easily by online ordering, billing and inventory control. In our project we show 

a day wise special menu or dishes. This is developed for handled day to day activities of restaurant 

very fast and easily within less time. Customer can order food online and reserve a table for 

dinning. In our website, the restaurant menu shows with categories. Each menu items have a name, 

price and when it’s possible to show associated with item ingredients. In today’s generation all 

things are based on internet and all developed countries system and website is goes with internet. 

Customer feedback will increase the quality and quantity of the restaurant. Hence the helps admin 

to receive good response from users. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The restaurant website is a web application used online in efficient manner. Restaurant website is used to save time, 

manage restaurant quickly in less time and also mange restaurant effectively by using online ordering and billing. As in this 

website registration form and login form will be available for the customers and feedback form is also available. On this 

generation, the present time is based all on the internet. In all developed countries every system and website are goes with 

internet. This website is ordering food and reserved table being used almost every sector of our life. Our website is to work like 

which will provide customer from quality and quantity of the food till the delivery and payments. 

We analysis thing according to our website is includes a user login and registration, table reservation, table number 

food items, price, food section, order option and one of the new things is day wise special menu. We stored customer 

information, an ordering or billing in database. We try to update our website menu when it is possible. We come up with an 

involve idea or experience and quality of restaurant. Inventory items should be stored out according to expiry dates which will 

lead to good quality of food service to customers and gaining their confidence.  

Settings the storage limit on the basis of weekly and monthly orders. Settings minimum and maximum storage levels 

to keep the food items fresh and edible, which will reduce the food wastage. Feedback will increase the quality of restaurant. 

Customer can order food online and even they can dine-in or reserved table online. So, storing customer feedback for 

acknowledge repeat clients and give them experience through greetings which will keep them coming back and ordered food 

again and again.[4] 

 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

We search so many topics and then we decided to choose this topic is best for everyone means team member and also 

best for restaurant manager and customer. There are many websites and apps are available related to restaurant management on 

browser and play-store, but related to our city there are some websites or apps are available. It is helps to manage or analyze 

data minutely and research how many people dine -in or take away. This website also helps restaurant owners know about the 

kind of food people want at breakfast, lunch, and dinner.[2] 

 

III.OBJECTIVES 

A. Reduces the time:  

 In this website all work is done by computerizing system. Customer can order food online, reserved table for dinning, 

menu is also display online and billing is also online. Restaurant website is used to save time, manage restaurant quickly in less 

time. we manage the restaurant more effectively and easily by online ordering, billing and inventory control. 

 
B. User- friendly: 

This website is easy to use, easy reservation feedback form for implements in menu and restaurant. It is a best 

processing of payment and we also learn some better things from customers reviews or feedback. 
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C. Save paper work: 

This website saves the paper work, in this website there is no need of papers because all work is done by 

computerizing system and users all data and login information is stored in database. All things are based on internet and all 

developed countries system and website is goes with interne. 

 
D. Safe and secure data: 

This website is safe for customer, we secure the customer information and all the data in database. We provide data 

security to payments cards and cyber security provides to user data or information.  

 

IV.SCREENSHOTS OF THE PROJECT 

This are some screenshots of our project. Home page and  registration form and database of registration form and 

menu is also showing day wise. When user fill up the registration form then their information is stored in database. 

 

 
 Screenshot 4.1 Home Page 

 

 
Screenshot 4.2 User Registration 

 

 
Screenshot 4.3 User Registration Database 

 

 
Screenshot 4.4 Day Wise Menu 

 

V.SCOPE OF THE MICRO PROJECT 

In this current situation, online website improves the restaurant more effectively and easily. It is used at any place and 

any time and it is also excluding paper works. This website reduces the human efforts and also saves the time of customer and 

restaurant manager. When used this website admin gets an instant result and improve restaurant very easily. Improve restaurant 

easily it is the scope of our project which will keep them coming back and ordered food again and again. Restaurant website is 

error free, and simple or easy to used.  

 

Scope: 

a) It is efficiently used from any time and any place it does not consume time. 

b) Moreover, storing information and retrieving is it easily and also reduce time. This website makes users happy as per their 

opinions and improve customer relationships. 
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